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The Extinction of Menai
A Novel

Modern African Writing  
Fiction 
January 2018 · 424 pages · 5½ × 8½ in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2298-4 £18.99 $22.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4620-1 
Rights: World except Africa and United Arab Emirates

BY CHUMA NWOKOLO

In a novel of stunning scope, Chuma Nwokolo moves across 
time and place to deliver a story that speaks to urgent 
contemporary concerns. His characters’ indelible voices offer 
perspectives that are simultaneously global, political, and 
intimately human.

The place at The Extinction of Menai’s heart is the Niger 
delta village of Kreektown, even as the action spans con-
tinents. The cause of the trouble is an unethical drug trial 
administered to Kreektown residents — the fictional Menai 
people — in the early 1980s. And the unfolding tragedy is the 
looming end, decades later, of the Menai and their culture. 
Characters include continents-apart twin brothers separated 
at birth, an excommunicated Menai daughter living an urbane 
life with her doctor husband, and an infamous vigilante. 
And there is spiritual leader Mata Nimito, who retraces their 
ancient migration on his quest to preserve the soul of his peo-
ple and resolve the consequences of a centuries-old betrayal. 

This epic for the modern era encompasses bioethics, lan-
guage extinction, and Nigerian history and diaspora. Nwokolo 
confronts power relations between large corporations and 
small communities, corporate lobbies and governments, and 
big pharma and consumers, all expressed through the compet-
ing narratives that record the life and death of a civilization.

CHUMA NWOKOLO’s books 
include The Extortionist, Danger-
ous Inheritance, African Tales at 
Jailpoint, One More Tale for the 
Road, Diaries of a Dead African, 
The Ghost of Sani Abacha, and 
How to Spell Naija in 100 Short 
Stories (1 & 2)  He has published 
two poetry collections, Memories 
of Stone and The Final Testament of a Minor God. His stories 
have appeared in the London Review of Books, La Internazio-
nale, AGNI, and elsewhere. A lawyer by trade, he founded the 
Bribecode good governance campaign.
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The Retail Mavericks Who Gave Us a New Geek Culture

Comics · Business 
October 2017 · 200 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. · 74 illus.

Hardcover 978-0-8040-1190-7 £21.99 $26.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8040-4083-9

BY DAN GEARINO 
Foreword by Tom Spurgeon

The early 1970s saw the birth of the modern comic book 
shop, which would soon replace drugstores and newsstands 
as the main source of superheroes and sequential art. Their 
rise was due in large part to a dynamic high school teacher-
turned-entrepreneur, Phil Seuling. His direct market model 
allowed shops to get comics straight from the publishers, 
bypassing middlemen. Stores could better customize their 
offerings and independent publishers could now access 
national distribution.

In this way, shops opened up a space for quirky ideas to 
gain an audience and helped transform several small-press 
series, from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles to Bone, into media 
giants. At the same time, the business model meant stores bore 
most of the risk as they faced a pattern of booms and busts.

Comic Shop is the first book to trace the history of the 
modern comic book shop, which since the 1970s has opened 
up a space for quirky ideas to gain and audience and helped 
transform several independent series, from Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles to Bone, into media giants. Dan Gearino takes us 
to the present day, when the rise of digital platforms has the 
industry at a crossroads even as sales are robust. He spends 
a year with stores around the country, with a spotlight on 
Laughing Ogre in Columbus, Ohio — itself fast becoming a 
center for independent comics culture. Along the way he 
interviews those who shaped comics retailing from the early 
days, including many pioneering women. A guide to forty 
of the most interesting shops around the United States and 
Canada is a bonus for fans.

DAN GEARINO is a lifelong comics reader with tastes that 
swing from the classic Legion of Super-Heroes to the work of 
Michel Rabagliati. As a business reporter for the Columbus 
Dispatch, he has won national recognition for his work. He 
lives in Columbus, Ohio, with his wife and two daughters. 
Find him at www.dangearino.com.
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Inside the Unseen World of Baseball for the Blind

BY DAVID WANCZYK

In Beep, David Wanczyk illuminates the sport of blind baseball 
to show us a remarkable version of America’s pastime. 
With balls tricked out to beep three times per second like a 
troubling EKG and with bases that buzz, beep baseball is both 
innovative and intensely competitive. And when the best beep 
baseball team in America, the Austin Blackhawks, takes on its 
international rival, Taiwan Homerun, no one’s thinking about 
disability. What we find are athletes playing their hearts out 
for a championship.

Wanczyk follows teams around the world and even joins 
them on the field to produce a riveting inside narrative about 
the game and its players. Can Austin’s Lupe Perez overcome 
his temper and lead his team to victory? Can Ethan Johnston, 
kidnapped and intentionally blinded as a child in Ethiopia, find 
a new home in beep baseball? Will Taiwan’s MVP Ching-kai 
Chen —“the looker” who is suspected of having better vision 
than he claims — keep up his incredible play as he fights 
legal troubles at home? Do players come to terms with their 
blindness through the game, or does it inflame their close-to-
the-surface frustration about their disability?

Beep is the first book about blind baseball.

DAVID WANCZYK grew up a 
Red Sox fan and once gave up 
twenty-seven runs in an inning 
before realizing he’d never make 
it to Fenway Park — or varsity. He’s 
coped with that by writing on novel 
sports for Salon, Slate, Boston Globe 
Magazine, Texas Monthly, and 
other venues. The editor of New 
Ohio Review, he lives in Athens, Ohio, with his wife, Megan, 
their daughter, Natalie, their son, Ben, and the family heir-
loom — an autographed Pedro Martinez hat.

Baseball 
October 2017 · 224 pages · 5½ × 8½ in. · 6 illus.

Hardcover 978-0-8040-1189-1 £21.99 $26.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8040-4082-2 



Landscaping with 
Trees in the Midwest 
A Guide for Residential 
and Commercial Properties

PB · 978-0-8040-1151-8
$26.95  T

Midwestern Native 
Shrubs and Trees 
Gardening Alternatives 
to Nonnative Species

PB · 978-0-8214-2164-2
$39.95  T

The Midwestern
Native Garden
Native Alternatives to 
Nonnative Flowers and Plants

PB · 978-0-8214-1937-3
$26.95  T

Visions of Loveliness 
Great Flower Breeders 
of the Past

PB · 978-0-8040-1157-0
$29.95  T
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An Abundance of Flowers
More Great Flower Breeders of the Past

Horticulture · History 
January 2018 · 232 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 67 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8040-1193-8 £23.99 $28.95 T 
Hardcover 978-0-8040-1192-1 £54.00 $65.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8040-4085-3

BY JUDITH M. TAYLOR

Walk into any nursery, florist, or supermarket, and you’ll 
encounter displays of dozens of gorgeous flowers, from chry-
santhemums to orchids. At one time these fanciful blooms 
were the rare trophies of the rich and influential — even the 
carnation, today thought of as one of the humblest cut flow-
ers. Every blossom we take for granted now is the product of 
painstaking and imaginative planning, breeding, horticultural 
ingenuity, and sometimes chance. The personalities of the 
breeders, from an Indiana farmer to Admiral Lord Gambier’s 
gardener, were as various and compelling as the beauty they 
conjured from skilled hybridization.

In Visions of Loveliness: Great Flower Breeders of the Past, 
Judith Taylor wrote engagingly about the vivid history and 
characters behind eighteen types of popular flowers. In this 
companion volume she uncovers information about another 
eight familiar flowers: poinsettias, chrysanthemums, gladioli, 
pansies, carnations, water lilies, clematis, and penstemons.

Taylor has tapped into an enormous trove of stories about 
extraordinary people with vision and skill who added to our 
enjoyment piece by piece, starting about 150 years ago. This 
beautifully illustrated book will please flower enthusiasts, 
gardeners, and history buffs alike.

JUDITH M. TAYLOR is the author of The Olive in California: 
History of an Immigrant Tree; Tangible Memories: Californians 
and Their Gardens, 1800 to 1950; The Global Migrations of 
Ornamental Plants: How the World Got into Your Garden, 
and Visions of Loveliness: Great Flower Breeders of the Past. 
She lives in San Francisco.
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Alternative Models of Sports 
Development in America

Solutions to a Crisis in Education and Public Health

Ohio University Sports Management Book Series
Sports Management · Education · Public Health
December 2017 · 232 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2291-5 £21.99 $26.95 S
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2290-8 £58.00 $69.95 S
Electronic 978-0-8214-4614-0

NEW SERIES

BY B. DAVID RIDPATH
Foreword by Tom Farrey

In the United States, the entanglement of sports and education 
has persisted for over a century. Multimillion-dollar high school 
football stadiums, college coaches whose salaries are many 
times those of their institutions’ presidents, psychological and 
educational tolls on student-athletes, and high-profile aca-
demic scandals are just symptoms of a system that has come 
under increasing fire. Institutions large and small face persis-
tent quandaries: which do they value more, academic integrity 
or athletic success? Which takes precedence: prioritizing elite 
teams and athletes, or making it possible for all students to 
participate in sports? How do we create opportunities for 
academic — not just athletic — development for players?

In Alternative Models of Sports Development in America, 
B. David Ridpath — a leading sports development researcher 
who has studied both the US system and the European club 
model — offers clear steps toward creating a new status quo. 
He lays out four possible alternative models that draw various 
elements from academic, athletic, and European approaches. 
His proposals will help increase access of all young people 
to the benefits of sports and exercise, allow athletes to also 
thrive as students, and improve competitiveness. The result is 
a book that will resonate with sports development profession-
als, academic administrators, and parents.

Dr. B. DAVID RIDPATH, EdD, is an associate professor and the 
Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sport Business at Ohio Uni-
versity in the College of Business and Department of Sports 
Administration.
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20 Secrets to Success for NCAA 
Student-Athletes Who Won’t Go Pro

Ohio University Sports Management Book Series
Sports · Career Guidance
February 2018 · 240 Pages · 7 × 10 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2295-3 £21.99 $26.95 T
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2294-6 £58.00 $69.95 S
Electronic 978-0-8214-4617-1

NEW SERIES

BY RICK BURTON, JAKE HIRSHMAN, NORM O’REILLY, 
ANDY DOLICH, AND HEATHER LAWRENCE

Foreword by Oliver Luck
Afterword by Pat O’Conner

The vast majority of student-athletes dreaming of athletic 
stardom won’t make it to the pros. Yet, the discipline and 
skills they’ve developed while balancing a sport and academ-
ics make them ideally suited for satisfying careers elsewhere.

In 20 Secrets to Success for NCAA Student-Athletes Who 
Won’t Go Pro, the authors draw on personal experience, 
interviews, expert opinion, and industry data to provide a 
game plan for student-athletes through key transitions at 
each stage of their careers, from high school through college 
and beyond.

Modeled on Stephen Covey’s The 7 Habits of Highly Effec-
tive People, this book provides a much-needed strategy for 
achieving career success. Readable and concise, it will be a 
valuable tool for students, parents, and sports administrators.

RICK BURTON is the David B. Falk Endowed Professor 
of Sport Management at Syracuse University.

JAKE HIRSHMAN is a former D3 baseball player. He currently 
works for the Seattle Mariners in player development.

NORM O’REILLY, PhD, is the Richard P. and Joan S. Fox 
Professor of Business and chair of the Department of Sports 
Administration at Ohio University’s College of Business.

ANDY DOLICH is the Director of Career Development 
for the University of San Francisco’s collegiate athletics 
masters program.

HEATHER LAWRENCE, PhD, is Associate Professor of Sports 
Administration and Robert H. Freeman Professor of Business 
in the College of Business at Ohio University.
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Fall or Fly
The Strangely Hopeful Story of Foster Care 

and Adoption in Appalachia

Social Work · Foster Care and Adoption 
December 2017 · 250 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2302-8 £18.99 $22.95 T 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2301-1 £41.00 $49.95 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4623-2

BY WENDY WELCH

Chaos. Frustration. Compassion. Desperation. Hope. These are 
the five words that author Wendy Welch says best summarize 
the state of foster care in the coalfields of Appalachia. Her 
assessment is based on interviews with more than sixty social 
workers, parents, and children who have gone through “the 
system.” The riveting stories in Fall or Fly tell what foster care 
is like, from the inside out.

In depictions of foster care and adoption, stories tend 
to cluster at the dark or light ends of the spectrum, rather 
than telling the day-to-day successes and failures of families 
working to create themselves. Who raises other people’s 
children? Why? What’s money got to do with it when the love 
on offer feels so real? And how does the particular setting of 
Appalachia — itself so frequently oversimplified or stereo-
typed — influence the way these questions play out?

In Fall or Fly, Welch invites people bound by a code of 
silence to open up and to share their experiences. Less inspira-
tion than a call to caring awareness, this pioneering work of 
storytelling journalism explores how love, compassion, money, 
and fear intermingle in what can only be described as a mar-
ketplace for our nation’s greatest asset.

WENDY WELCH is a bookseller, ethnographer, and journal-
ist. The author of The Little Bookstore of Big Stone Gap and 
editor of Public Health in Appalachia, she divides her time 
between writing up observations of Appalachia, and working 
to make it a more just and verdant place.
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Counting Down
A Memoir of Foster Parenting and Beyond

Foster Care and Adoption · Memoir 
December 2017 · 240 Pages · 5½ × 8½ in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2297-7 £18.99 $22.95 T 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2296-0 £41.00 $49.95 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4618-8

BY DEBORAH GOLD

When Deborah Gold and her husband signed up to foster 
parent in their rural mountain community, they did not 
foresee that it would lead to a rollercoaster fifteen years of 
involvement with the traumatized yet resilient birth family. 
They fell in love with Michael (a toddler when he came to 
them), yet they had to reckon with the knowledge that he 
could leave their lives at any time.

In Counting Down, Gold artfully tells her story of forging 
a family within an often-confounding system, in ways that 
defied the expectations of everyone involved. The remarkable 
characters we meet include social workers, a birth mother with 
the courage to give her children the childhood she never had 
herself, and a father parenting from prison. We also encounter 
members of a remarkable fellowship of Appalachian foster 
parents — gay, straight, right, left, evangelical, and athe-
ist — united by love, loss, and quality hand-me-downs.

Unlike child welfare manuals and textbooks, Gold’s memoir 
brings us a foster parent’s perspective (and, through Michael’s 
own poetry and essays, that of a former foster child). The 
book shakes up common assumptions and offers a hopeful 
look at an experience usually portrayed as bleak. For those 
who have fostered, Counting Down will be validating and 
familiar; for everyone else, it will inspire.

DEBORAH GOLD is the pseudonym of a teacher, writer, and 
former foster parent. Licensed for fifteen years, she and her 
husband eventually gained custody of two siblings.
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The Man Who Created Paradise
A Fable

Nature writing · Fiction 
September 2017 · 72 pages · 5 × 7 in. · 24 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2306-6 £11.99 $14.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4619-5

NEW IN PAPERBACK

BY GENE LOGSDON 
Foreword by Wendell Berry 

Photographs by Gregory Spaid

“This book is a work of social, ecological, and 
moral imagination — a reminder that we do not 
live in the only or the best possible world.” 
— Jedediah Purdy

“This, then, is a book of two visions: one of 
disease, one of health. Or to put it another way, 
Gene Logsdon has had the generosity and the 
courage to allow a vision of Hell to call forth in 
himself its natural opposite.” 
— Wendell Berry

Gene Logsdon’s The Man Who Created Paradise is a message 
of hope at a time when the very concept of earth steward-
ship is under attack. The fable, inspired by a true story, tells 
how Wally Spero looked at one of the bleakest places in 
America — a raw and barren strip-mined landscape — and 
saw in it his escape from the drudgery of his factory job. 
He bought an old bulldozer and used the machine to carve 
patiently, acre by acre, a beautiful little farm out of a seem-
ingly worthless wasteland.

Wally’s story is a charming distillation of the themes that 
the late, beloved Gene Logsdon returned to again and again 
in his many books and hundreds of articles. Environmental 
restoration is the task of our time. The work of healing our 
land begins in our own backyards and farms, in our neigh-
borhoods and our regions. Humans can turn the earth into a 
veritable paradise — if they really want to.

Noted photographer Gregory Spaid retraced the trail that 
Logsdon traveled when he was inspired to write The Man 
Who Created Paradise. His photographs evoke the same 
yearning for wholeness, for ties to land and community, that 
infuses the fable’s poetic prose.

GENE LOGSDON (1931–2016) was the author of more than 
thirty books and countless magazine articles on agrarian issues 
including small-scale farming and sustainable living. He is the 
author of four Swallow Press/Ohio University Press books: All 
Flesh Is Grass: The Pleasures and Promises of Pasture Farming, 
The Man Who Created Paradise: A Fable, Wyeth People, and 
The Last of the Husbandmen: A Novel of Farming Life.
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You Will Hear Thunder

REISSUE

FORTHCOMING

BY ANNA AKHMATOVA 
Translated by D. M. Thomas

“These are among the best, the most authorita-
tive, of translations from the Russian, and are 
from one of the most powerful of the twentieth 
century Russian poets.” — Financial Times

Anna Akhmatova had a life that spanned prerevolution Russia, 
Bolshevism, and Stalinism. Throughout it all, she maintained 
a restrained, graceful, yet muscular style that could grab a 
reader by the throat, or the heart, at a moment’s notice. Her 
themes include romantic yearning and frustration, the pull of 
the sensory, the emotional power of the mundane, and her 
belief that a Russian poet could only produce poetry in Russia. 
By reputation, both Akhmatova’s poems and the poet herself 
are defined by tragedy and beauty in equal measure, and she 
is for many the quintessential twentieth-century Russian poet.

You Will Hear Thunder spans Akhmatova’s very early career 
into the early 1960s. These poems were written through her 
bohemian prerevolution days, her many marriages, the terror 
and privation of life under Stalin, and her later years, during 
which she saw her work once again recognized by the Soviet 
state. Intricately observed and unwavering in their emotional 
immediacy, these strikingly modern poems represent one of 
the twentieth century’s most powerful voices.

ANNA AKHMATOVA (1889–1966) is an iconic figure of 
twentieth-century Russian literature and one of her era’s great 
poets. Her work has been translated into many languages.

D. M. THOMAS is a novelist, poet, and critic, and also  
one of the preeminent translators of Russian poetry.  
He lives in England.

Poetry 
September 2017 · 160 Pages · 5½ × 8½ in.

Paperback 978-0-8040-1191-4 £16.99 $19.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8040-4084-6 
Rights: North America
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The Cincinnati Human 
Relations Commission

A History, 1943–2013

US History · Civil Rights · Ohio 
October 2017 · 164 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 20 illus.

Hardcover 978-0-8214-2299-1 £24.99 $29.95 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4621-8

BY PHILLIP J. OBERMILLER AND THOMAS E. WAGNER 
Foreword by Michael E. Maloney

In the summer of 1943, as World War II raged overseas, 
the United States also faced internal strife. Earlier that year, 
Detroit had erupted in a series of race riots that killed dozens 
and destroyed entire neighborhoods. Across the country, 
mayors and city councils sought to defuse racial tensions and 
promote nonviolent solutions to social and economic injus-
tices. In Cincinnati, the result of those efforts was the Mayor’s 
Friendly Relations Committee, later renamed the Cincinnati 
Human Relations Commission (CHRC).

The Cincinnati Human Relations Commission: A History, 
1943–2013, is a decade-by-decade chronicle of the agency: 
its accomplishments, challenges, and failures. The purpose 
of municipal human relations agencies like the CHRC was 
to give minority groups access to local government through 
internal advocacy, education, mediation, and persuasion —  
in clear contrast to the tactics of lawsuits, sit-ins, boycotts, 
and marches adopted by many external, nongovernmental 
organizations.

In compiling this history, Phillip J. Obermiller and Thomas E. 
Wagner have drawn on an extensive base of archival records, 
reports, speeches, and media sources. In addition, archival 
and contemporary interviews provide first-person insight into 
the events and personalities that shaped the agency and the 
history of civil rights in this midwestern city.

PHILLIP J. OBERMILLER is a senior visiting scholar in the 
School of Planning at the University of Cincinnati and a fel-
low at the University of Kentucky Appalachian Center. He is 
author or editor of numerous books on Appalachia and both 
black and white Appalachians.

THOMAS E. WAGNER is a university professor emeritus in the 
School of Planning at the University of Cincinnati. He is author 
of books and articles on regional history, collective bargaining, 
and citizen participation.
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From Disarmament to Rearmament
The Reversal of US Policy toward West Germany, 1946 –1955

War and Society in North America 
US History · Military History · Cold War
October 2017 · 304 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Hardcover 978-0-8214-2300-4 £66.00 $79.95 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4622-5

BY SHELDON A. GOLDBERG 
Foreword by Ingo Trauschweizer

At the end of World War II, the Allies were unanimous in their 
determination to disarm the former aggressor Germany. As 
the Cold War intensified, however, the decision whether to 
reverse that policy and to rearm West Germany as a bulwark 
against the Soviet threat led to disagreements both within 
the US government and among members of the nascent 
NATO alliance. The US military took the practical view that 
a substantial number of German troops would be required 
to deter any potential Soviet assault. The State Department, 
on the other hand, initially advocated an alternative strategy 
of strengthening European institutions but eventually came 
around to the military’s position that an armed West Germany 
was preferable to a weak state on the dividing line between 
the Western democracies and the Soviet satellite states.

Sheldon A. Goldberg traces the military, diplomatic, and 
political threads of postwar policy toward West Germany and 
provides insights into the inner workings of alliance building 
and the roles of bureaucrats and military officers as well as 
those of diplomats and statesmen. He draws on previously 
unexamined primary sources to construct a cogent account 
of the political and diplomatic negotiations that led to West 
Germany’s accession to NATO and the shaping of European 
order for the next forty years.

SHELDON A. GOLDBERG, PhD, is a retired career US Air 
Force officer, half of which was spent in West Europe. His 
many assignments included a combat tour in Southeast Asia 
in the F-4 Phantom, Air Force advisor to the Commandant, 
German General Staff College, and air policy staff officer in 
Headquarters, Allied Forces Central Region.
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Congress and the People’s Contest
The Conduct of the Civil War

EDITED BY PAUL FINKELMAN AND DONALD R. KENNON

The American Civil War was the first ever to be fought with 
railroads moving troops and the telegraph connecting civilian 
leadership to commanders in the field. New developments 
arose at a moment’s notice. As a result, the young nation’s 
political structure and culture often struggled to keep up. 
When war began, Congress was not even in session. By the 
time it met, the government had mobilized over 100,000 
soldiers, battles had been fought, casualties had been taken, 
some civilians had violently opposed the war effort, and 
emancipation was underway.

This set the stage for Congress to play catch-up for much 
of the conflict. The result was an ongoing race to pass new 
laws and set policies. Throughout it all, Congress had to 
answer to a fractured and demanding public.

In Congress and the People’s Contest, Paul Finkelman 
and Donald R. Kennon have assembled some of the nation’s 
finest scholars of American history and law to tease apart the 
fraught interactions between Congress and the American 
people as they navigated a cataclysmic and unprecedented 
war. Displaying a variety and range of focus that will make 
the book a classroom must, the essays here show how these 
interactions took place—sometimes successfully, and some-
times less so.

CONTRIBUTORS: L. Diane Barnes, Fergus M. Bordewich, 
Jenny Bourne, Jonathan Earle, Lesley J. Gordon, Mischa  
Honeck, Chandra Manning, Nikki M. Taylor, and Eric Walther.

Perspectives on the History of Congress, 1801-1877 
US History · Civil War 
January 2018 · 250 pages · 6 × 9 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2305-9 £24.99 $29.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2304-2 £46.00 $55.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4616-4

PAUL FINKELMAN is an expert in constitutional history and 
constitutional law, freedom of religion, the law of slavery, 
civil liberties and the American Civil War, and legal issues sur-
rounding baseball. He is the author of more than thirty books, 
and coedits the Ohio University Press series New Approaches 
to Midwestern Studies.

DONALD R. KENNON retired as chief historian and vice presi-
dent of the United States Capitol Historical Society in 2015. 
He is coeditor of the Ohio University Press series Perspectives 
on the History of Congress, 1789–1801 and editor of the 
series Perspectives on the Art and Architectural History of the 
United States Capitol.

Published in association with the United States Capitol Historical Society
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Lyrical Liberators
The American Antislavery Movement in Verse, 1831–1865

US History · Literature · Abolition 
January 2018 · 300 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2280-9 £28.99 $34.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2279-3 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4608-9

EDITED BY MONICA PELAEZ

Before Black Lives Matter and Hamilton, there were abolition-
ist poets, who put pen to paper during an era when speaking 
out against slavery could mean risking your life. Indeed, 
William Lloyd Garrison was dragged through the streets by a 
Boston mob before a planned lecture, and publisher Elijah P. 
Lovejoy was fatally shot while defending his press from rioters. 
Since poetry formed a part of the cultural, political, and emo-
tional lives of readers, it held remarkable persuasive power. 
Yet antislavery poems have been less studied than the activist 
editorials and novels of the time.

In Lyrical Liberators, Monica Pelaez draws on unprecedented 
archival research to recover these poems from the periodicals  
— Garrison’s Liberator, Frederick Douglass’s North Star, and 
six others — in which they originally appeared. The poems are 
arranged by theme over thirteen chapters, a number that rep-
resents the amendment that finally abolished slavery in 1865. 
The book collects and annotates works by critically acclaimed 
writers, commercially successful scribes, and minority voices 
including those of African Americans and women.

There is no other book like this. Sweeping in scope and 
passionate in its execution, Lyrical Liberators is indispensable 
for scholars and teachers of American literature and history, 
and stands as a testimony to the power of a free press in the 
face of injustice.

MONICA PELAEZ is an associate professor of English at St. 
Cloud State University. Her research focuses on nineteenth-
century American poetry. She has published essays on Emily 
Dickinson, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Edgar Allan 
Poe. She lives in Minneapolis.
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission

Ohio Short Histories of Africa 
Africa · Human Rights 
August 2017 · 160 Pages · 4¼ × 7 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2278-6 £11.99 $14.95 T 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4607-2 
Rights: World except Southern African 
           Development Community

BY MARY INGOUVILLE BURTON

In 1995, South Africa’s new government set up the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, a lynchpin of the country’s jour-
ney forward from apartheid. In contrast to the Nuremberg 
Trials and other retributive responses to atrocities, the TRC’s 
emphasis on reconciliation marked a restorative approach to 
addressing human rights violations and their legacies. The 
hearings, headed by Bishop Desmond Tutu, began in spring 
of 1996.

The commission was set up with three purposes: to 
investigate abuses, to assist victims with rehabilitation, and 
to consider perpetrators’ requests for amnesty. More than 
two decades after the first hearings, the TRC’s legacy remains 
mixed. Many families still do not know what became of their 
loved ones, and the commission came under legal challenges 
both from ex-president F. W. de Klerk and the African National 
Congress. Yet, the TRC fulfilled a vital role in the transition 
from apartheid to democracy, and has become a model for 
other countries.

This latest addition to the Ohio Short Histories of Africa 
series is a trenchant look at the TRC’s entire, stunningly ambi-
tious project. And as a longtime activist for justice in South 
Africa and a former commissioner of the TRC, Mary Ingouville 
Burton is uniquely positioned to write this complex story.

MARY INGOUVILLE BURTON served as the president of the 
Black Sash from 1986 to 1990 and is the author of The Black 
Sash: Women for Justice and Peace. In 2000, she helped 
launch the Home for All Campaign, a campaign that encour-
aged white South Africans to contribute to reconciliation. She 
has been awarded civic, provincial, and national honors, and 
holds an honorary degree from the University of Cape Town.
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Making Money
Life, Death, and Early Modern Trade on Africa’s Guinea Coast

Africa in World History 
World History · Africa 
November 2017 · 256 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 20 illus.

Paperback 978-0-89680-296-4 £23.99 $28.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-89680-315-2 £62.00 $75.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-89680-500-2

BY COLLEEN KRIGER

A new era in world history began when Atlantic maritime 
trade among Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Americas opened 
up in the fifteenth century, setting the stage for massive eco-
nomic and cultural change. In Making Money, Colleen Kriger 
examines the influence of the global trade on the Upper 
Guinea Coast two hundred years later — a place and time 
whose study, in her hands, imparts profound insights into 
Anglo-African commerce and its wider milieu.

A stunning variety of people lived in this coastal society, 
struggling to work together across deep cultural divides and 
in the process creating a dynamic creole culture. Kriger digs 
further than any previous historian of Africa into the records 
of England’s Royal African Company to illuminate global 
trade patterns, the interconnectedness of Asian, African, and 
European markets, and — most remarkably — the individual 
lives that give Making Money its human scale.

By inviting readers into the day-to-day workings of early 
modern trade in the Atlantic basin, Kriger masterfully reveals 
the rich social relations at its core. Ultimately, this accessible 
book affirms Africa’s crucial place in world history during a 
transitional period, the early modern era.

COLLEEN KRIGER is a professor of history at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro. She has received numer-
ous grants and fellowships in support of her research. Her 
scholarship focuses on precolonial West and West Central 
Africa and topics such as social history, artisans, oral history, 
and material culture.
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Dedan Kimathi on Trial
Colonial Justice and Popular Memory in 

Kenya’s Mau Mau Rebellion

Research in International Studies, 
Global and Comparative Studies, no. 17 
Africa · Decolonization · British Empire 
November 2017 · 416 Pages · 5½ × 8½ in. · 24 illus.

Paperback 978-0-89680-317-6 £28.99 $34.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-89680-316-9 £74.00 $90.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-89680-501-9

EDITED BY JULIE MACARTHUR 
Foreword by Ngũgı̃ wa Thiong’o 

and Mîcere Gîthae Mũgo 
Introductory Note by Willy Mutunga, 

Fourteenth Chief Justice and First President of 
the Supreme Court, Republic of Kenya

Perhaps no figure embodied the ambiguities, colonial fears, 
and collective imaginations of Kenya’s decolonization era 
more than Dedan Kimathi, the self-proclaimed field marshal of 
the rebel forces that took to the forests to fight colonial rule 
in the 1950s. Kimathi personified many of the contradictions 
that the Mau Mau rebellion represented: rebel statesman, 
literate peasant, modern traditionalist. His capture and trial in 
1956, and subsequent execution, for many marked the end of 
the rebellion and turned Kimathi into a patriotic martyr.

Dedan Kimathi on Trial unearths a piece of the colonial 
archive long thought lost, hidden, or destroyed. Its discovery 
and landmark publication unsettles an already contentious 
history and prompts fresh examinations of its reverberations in 
the present.

Here, the entire trial transcript is available for the first time. 
This critical edition also includes provocative contributions 
from leading Mau Mau scholars reflecting on the meaning of 
the rich documents offered here and the figure of Kimathi in 
a much wider field of historical and contemporary concerns. 
These include the nature of colonial justice; the moral argu-
ments over rebellion, nationalism, and the end of empire; and 
the complexities of memory and memorialization in contem-
porary Kenya.

CONTRIBUTORS: David Anderson, Simon Gikandi, Nicholas 
Githuku, Lotte Hughes, and John Lonsdale.

JULIE MACARTHUR is an assistant professor at the University 
of Toronto. She is the author of Cartography and the Politi-
cal Imagination as well as numerous articles. She has also 
worked extensively in African cinema, both as a curator and 
an academic.
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Following the Ball
The Migration of African Soccer Players across the 

Portuguese Colonial Empire, 1949–1975

Research in International Studies, 
Global and Comparative Studies, no. 16 
Africa · Sports · Migration · Empire 
November 2017 · 280 Pages · 5½ × 8½ in. · 8 illus.

Paperback 978-0-89680-314-5 £26.99 $32.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-89680-313-8 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-89680-499-9

BY TODD CLEVELAND

With Following the Ball, Todd Cleveland incorporates labor, 
sport, diasporic, and imperial history to examine the extraor-
dinary experiences of African football players from Portugal’s 
African colonies as they relocated to the metropole from 1949 
until the conclusion of the colonial era in 1975. The backdrop 
was Portugal’s increasingly embattled Estado Novo regime, 
and its attendant use of the players as propaganda to commu-
nicate the supposed unity of the metropole and the colonies.

Cleveland zeroes in on the ways that players, such as the 
great Eusébio, creatively exploited opportunities gener-
ated by shifts in the political and occupational landscapes 
in the waning decades of Portugal’s empire. Drawing on 
interviews with the players themselves, he shows how they 
often assumed roles as social and cultural intermediaries and 
counters reductive histories that have depicted footballers as 
mere colonial pawns.

To reconstruct these players’ transnational histories, the 
narrative traces their lives from the informal soccer spaces 
in colonial Africa to the manicured pitches of Europe, while 
simultaneously focusing on their off-the-field challenges 
and successes. By examining this multi-continental space in 
a single analytical field, the book unearths structural and 
experiential consistencies and contrasts, and illuminates the 
components and processes of empire.

TODD CLEVELAND is an assistant professor of history at the 
University of Arkansas. He is the author of Stones of Conten-
tion and Diamonds in the Rough, as well numerous book 
chapters and articles on the history of diamond mining and on 
soccer within the former Portuguese empire in Africa. He has 
been a Fulbright scholar in both Angola and Ghana.
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 Buying Time
Debt and Mobility in the Western Indian Ocean

New African Histories 
Global History · Africa · Middle East 
November 2017 · 304 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 23 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2282-3 £28.99 $34.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2281-6 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4609-6

BY THOMAS F. MCDOW

In Buying Time, Thomas F. McDow synthesizes Indian Ocean, 
Middle Eastern, and East African studies as well as economic 
and social history to explain how, in the nineteenth century, 
credit, mobility, and kinship knit together a vast interconnected 
Indian Ocean region. That vibrant and enormously influential 
swath extended from the desert fringes of Arabia to Zanzibar 
and the Swahili coast and on to the Congo River watershed.

In the half century before European colonization, Afri-
cans and Arabs from coasts and hinterlands used newfound 
sources of credit to seek out opportunities, establish new 
outposts in distant places, and maintain families in a rapidly 
changing economy. They used temporizing strategies to 
escape drought in Oman, join ivory caravans in the African 
interior, and build new settlements.

The key to McDow’s analysis is a previously unstudied trove 
of Arabic business deeds that show complex variations on 
the financial transactions that underwrote the trade economy 
across the region. The documents list names, genealogies, sta-
tuses, and clan names of a wide variety of people — Africans, 
Indians, and Arabs; men and women; free and slave — who 
bought, sold, and mortgaged property. Through unprec-
edented use of these sources, McDow moves the historical 
analysis of the Indian Ocean beyond connected port cities to 
reveal the roles of previously invisible people.

THOMAS F. MCDOW is an assistant professor of history at 
the Ohio State University. He teaches courses on the history  
of Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the world.
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Reel Pleasures
Cinema Audiences and Entrepreneurs in 

Twentieth-Century Urban Tanzania

New African Histories 
Africa · Film · Business 
November 2017 448 pages · 7 × 10 in. · 47 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2286-1 £28.99 $34.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2285-4 £74.00 $90.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4611-9

BY LAURA FAIR

Reel Pleasures brings the world of African moviehouses and 
the publics they engendered to life, revealing how local fans 
creatively reworked global media — from Indian melodrama 
to Italian westerns, kung fu, and blaxploitation films — to 
speak to local dreams and desires. In it, Laura Fair zeroes in 
on Tanzanians’ extraordinarily dynamic media cultures to 
demonstrate how the public and private worlds of film recep-
tion brought communities together and contributed to the 
construction of genders, generations, and urban citizenship 
over time.

Radically reframing the literatures on media exhibition, 
distribution, and reception, Reel Pleasures demonstrates 
how local entrepreneurs and fans worked together to forge 
the most successful cinema industry in colonial sub-Saharan 
Africa. The result is a major contribution to the literature on 
transnational commodity cultures.

LAURA FAIR is an associate professor of history at Michi-
gan State University. She is author of Pastimes and Politics: 
Culture, Community, and Identity in Post-Abolition Urban 
Zanzibar, 1890–1945 and Historia ya Jamii ya Zanzibar na 
Nyimbo za Siti binti Saad.
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Living with Nkrumahism
Nation, State, and  Pan-Africanism in Ghana

New African Histories 
Africa · History · Decolonization 
November 2017 · 296 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 5 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2293-9 £26.99 $32.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2292-2 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4615-7

BY JEFFREY S. AHLMAN

In the 1950s, Ghana, under the leadership of Kwame Nkrumah 
and the Convention People’s Party, drew the world’s attention 
as anticolonial activists, intellectuals, and politicians looked to 
it as a model for Africa’s postcolonial future. Nkrumah was a 
visionary, a statesman, and one of the key makers of contem-
porary Africa. In Living with Nkrumahism, Jeffrey S. Ahlman 
reexamines the infrastructure that organized and consolidated 
Nkrumah’s philosophy into a political program.

Ahlman draws on newly available source material to 
portray an organizational and cultural history of Nkrumahism. 
Taking us inside bureaucracies, offices, salary structures, and 
working routines, he painstakingly reconstructs the politi-
cal and social milieu of the time and portrays a range of 
Ghanaians’ relationships to their country’s unique position 
in the decolonization process. Through fine attunement to 
the nuances of statecraft, he demonstrates how political and 
philosophical ideas shape lived experience.

Living with Nkrumahism stands at the crossroads of the 
rapidly growing fields of African decolonization, postcolonial 
history, and Cold War studies. It provides a much-needed 
scholarly model through which to reflect on the changing 
nature of citizenship and political and social participation in 
Africa and the broader postcolonial world.

JEFFREY S. AHLMAN is an assistant professor of history  
at Smith College. His work has appeared in the Journal  
of African History, Africa Today, Kronos, Ghana Studies,  
and elsewhere.
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Market Encounters
Consumer Cultures in Twentieth-Century Ghana

New African Histories 
Africa · History · Consumer Culture 
November 2017 · 240 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 18 illus.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2289-2 £26.99 $32.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2288-5 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4613-3

BY BIANCA MURILLO

In Market Encounters, Bianca Murillo explores the shifting 
social terrains that made the buying and selling of goods in 
modern Ghana possible. Fusing economic and business history 
with social and cultural history, she traces the evolution of con-
sumerism in the colonial Gold Coast and independent Ghana 
from the late nineteenth century through the state violence of 
the 1970s, in a work of depth and interdisciplinary finesse.

Murillo brings shop floor sales clerks, market women, 
and everyday consumers in Ghana to the center of a story 
that is all too often told in sweeping metanarratives about 
what happens to Africans when they are incorporated into 
global markets. In foregrounding people over objects, Market 
Encounters is a refreshing departure from the conventional 
focus on the social meaning of things.

By emphasizing the centrality of human relationships to 
Ghana’s economic past, Murillo introduces a radical rethinking 
of consumption studies from an African-centered perspec-
tive. The result is a keen look at colonial capitalism in all of its 
intricacies, legacies, and contradictions, including its entangle-
ment with gender and race.

BIANCA MURILLO is an associate professor of history  
at California State University, Dominguez Hills. Her work  
has appeared in Africa, Gender & History, and Enterprise  
and Society.
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Internal Frontiers
African Nationalism and the Indian Diaspora 

in Twentieth-Century South Africa

New African Histories 
Africa · History 
December 2017 · 280 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Paperback 978-0-8214-2284-7 £28.99 $34.95 S 
Hardcover 978-0-8214-2283-0 £66.00 $80.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4610-2

BY JON SOSKE

In this ambitious new history of the antiapartheid struggle, 
Jon Soske places India and the Indian diaspora at the center of 
the African National Congress’s development of an inclusive 
philosophy of nationalism. In so doing, Soske combines intel-
lectual, political, religious, urban, and gender history to tell a 
story that is global in reach while remaining grounded in the 
everyday materiality of life under apartheid.

Even as Indian independence provided black South African 
intellectuals with new models of conceptualizing sovereignty, 
debates over the place of the Indian diaspora in Africa (the 
“also-colonized other”) forced a reconsideration of the 
nation’s internal and external boundaries. In response to the 
traumas of Partition and the 1949 Durban Riots, a group of 
thinkers in the ANC, centered in the Indian Ocean city of 
Durban and led by ANC president and Nobel Peace Prize win-
ner Albert Luthuli, developed a new philosophy of nationhood 
that affirmed South Africa’s simultaneously heterogeneous 
and fundamentally African character.

Internal Frontiers is a major contribution to postcolonial 
and Indian Ocean studies and charts new ways of writing 
about African nationalism.

JON SOSKE is an assistant professor of history at McGill 
University and research associate at the Centre for Indian 
Studies in Africa, University of the Witwatersrand. He has co-
edited three books, One Hundred Years of the ANC: Debating 
Liberation Histories Today, Apartheid Israel: The Politics of an 
Analogy, and Ties That Bind: Race and the Politics of Friend-
ship in South Africa.
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Religion, Media, and Marginality 
in Modern Africa

Cambridge Centre of African Studies Series 
Africa · Religion · Media 
February 2018 · 248 Pages · 6 × 9 in.

Hardcover 978-0-8214-2303-5 £58.00 $69.95 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4624-9

EDITED BY FELICITAS BECKER, 
JOEL CABRITA, AND MARIE RODET

In recent years, anthropologists, historians, and others have 
been drawn to study the profuse and creative usages of digital 
media by religious movements. At the same time, scholars of 
Christian Africa have long been concerned with the history of 
textual culture, the politics of Bible translation, and the status 
of the vernacular in Christianity. Students of Islam in Africa 
have similarly examined politics of knowledge, the transmission 
of learning in written form, and the influence of new media. 
Until now, however, these arenas — Christianity and Islam, 
digital media and “old” media — have been studied separately.

Religion, Media, and Marginality in Modern Africa is one 
of the first volumes to put new media and old media into 
significant conversation with one another, and also offers a 
rare comparison between Christianity and Islam in Africa. The 
contributors find many previously unacknowledged correspon-
dences among different media and between the two faiths. In 
the process they challenge the technological determinism —
the notion that certain types of media generate particular 
forms of religious expression — that haunts many studies. In 
evaluating how media usage and religious commitment inter-
sect in the social, cultural, and political landscapes of modern 
Africa, this collection will contribute to the development of 
new paradigms for media and religious studies.

CONTRIBUTORS: Heike Behrend, Andre Chappatte, Maria 
Frahm-Arp, David Gordon, Liz Gunner, Bruce S. Hall, Sean 
Hanretta, Jorg Haustein, Katrien Pype, and Asonzeh Ukah 
 
FELICITAS BECKER is professor of African history at Ghent 
University, and a specialist in the history of Islam in East Africa.

JOEL CABRITA is a lecturer in world Christianities at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge.

MARIE RODET is a senior lecturer in the history of Africa  
at SOAS.
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Thinking between Deleuze 
and Merleau-Ponty

Series in Continental Thought, n. 50 
Philosophy 
January 2018 · 296 Pages · 6 × 9 in. · 3 illus.

Hardcover 978-0-8214-2287-8 £79.00 $95.00 S 
Electronic 978-0-8214-4612-6

BY JUDITH WAMBACQ

Thinking between Deleuze and Merleau-Ponty is the first 
book-length examination of the relation between these two 
major thinkers of the twentieth century. Questioning the 
dominant view that the two have little of substance in com-
mon, Judith Wambacq brings them into a compelling dialogue 
to reveal a shared, historically grounded concern with the 
transcendental conditions of thought. Both Merleau-Ponty 
and Deleuze propose an immanent ontology, differing more 
in style than in substance. Wambacq’s synthetic treatment 
is nevertheless critical; she identifies the limitations of each 
thinker’s approach to immanent transcendental philosophy 
and traces its implications — through their respective relation-
ships with Bergson, Proust, Cézanne, and Saussure — for 
ontology, language, artistic expression, and the thinking of 
difference. Drawing on primary texts alongside current schol-
arship in both French and English, Thinking between Deleuze 
and Merleau-Ponty is comprehensive and rigorous while 
remaining clear, accessible, and lively. It is certain to become 
the standard text for future scholarly discussion of these two 
major influences on contemporary thought.

JUDITH WAMBACQ is a visiting professor in the School of 
Arts at University College Ghent. She has written extensively 
on poststructuralism and phenomenology, art, and French cul-
ture and has translated several texts by the French philosopher 
Bernard Stiegler into Dutch.
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Trapeze 
The Unexpurgated Diary of Anaïs Nin, 
1947–1955
By Anaïs Nin; Edited by Paul Herron

CL · 978-0-8040-1181-5 · $34.95 T

A Head in Cambodia 
A Jenna Murphy Mystery
By Nancy Tingley

CL · 978-0-8040-1185-3 · $26.95 T

Fire Is Your Water 
A Novel
By Jim Minick

CL · 978-0-8040-1184-6 · $26.95 T

Crazy Quilts 
A Beginner’s Guide
By Betty Fikes Pillsbury

PB · 978-0-8214-2214-4 · $29.95 T

Following the Barn Quilt Trail
By Suzi Parron

PB · 978-0-8040-1169-3 · $29.95 T

Ohio in Photographs 
A Portrait of the Buckeye State
By Ian Adams and Randall Lee Schieber

CL · 978-0-8214-2229-8 · $32.95 T
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South Sudan 
A New History for a New Nation
By Douglas H. Johnson
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The Soweto Uprising
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PB · 978-0-8214-2154-3 · $14.95 T

NOW IN TRADE — OHIO SHORT HISTORIES OF AFRICA
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Patrice Lumumba
By Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja

PB · 978-0-8214-2125-3 · $14.95 T

Thomas Sankara 
An African Revolutionary
By Ernest Harsch

PB · 978-0-8214-2126-0 · $14.95 T

Emperor Haile Selassie
By Bereket Habte Selassie

PB · 978-0-8214-2127-7 · $14.95 T 

Short-Changed? 
South Africa since Apartheid
By Colin Bundy

PB · 978-0-8214-2155-0 · $14.95 T

The ANC Women’s League 
Sex, Gender and Politics
By Shireen Hassim

PB · 978-0-8214-2156-7 · $14.95 T

Steve Biko
By Lindy Wilson

PB · 978-0-8214-2025-6 · $14.95 T

NOW IN TRADE — OHIO SHORT HISTORIES OF AFRICA
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Illinois’s War 
Edited by Mark Hubbard 

PB · 978-0-8214-2010-2 · $24.95 T

Kansas’s War 
Edited by Pearl T. Ponce

PB · 978-0-8214-1936-6 · $24.95 T

Indiana’s War 
Edited by Richard F. Nation and 
Stephen E. Towne

PB · 978-0-8214-1847-5 · $24.95 T
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